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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 0 = x, < xj, < ... < xlc = 1 and let y0 , yr ,..., yk be real numbers 
such that yjml f yi ,j = 1,2 ,..., k. It is a result of Wolibner [7], Kammerer [2], 
and Young [8] that there exists an algebraic polynomial p(x) such that: 
(i) p(q) = yj , j = 0, I,..,, k, and 
(ii) p(x) is increasing on Ij = (xi-1 , XJ if yj > yjwl and decreasing on 
Is if yj < yIPI, j = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
A polynomial with properties (i) and (ii) is said to interpolate piecewise 
monotonely; in case yj > yjP1 for all j (or if yj < yj-l for allj), p(x) is said to 
interpolate monotonely. The smallest degree of a polynomial that interpolates 
the values Y = {yO, y1 ,..., yk} at the points X = (x0, x1 ,...) XJ (piecewise) 
monotonely is called the degree of (piecewise) monotone interpolation of Y 
with respect to X, and is denoted by N(X; Y). Passow and Raymon ]6] have 
obtained bounds on N(X; Y). In this note we obtain improved estimates for 
the case of monotone interpolation. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let d = d(Y) = minlsjsk 1 yj - yjP1 j, 01 = a(X) = min,GfjSn (xi - x&, 
.A4 = M(X; Y) = maxlsfsk I( yj - yi-J(xj - xjml)l, P, = the set of ail 
algebraic polynomials of degree < n, and En(f) = inf#f - p /Im ,p E B,). 
Forfmonotone increasing, let E,*(f) = inf(ilj- p /lrn )p E P, , p’(x) >, 0 
on P, 111. 
In [6] it was shown that if y0 -=c y1 < 3.. -=c y, , then there exists a constant 
A, such that N(X; Y) < A,(M/ril). Our improved estimate is as follows. 
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THEOREM. Let y,, < y1 < m.9 < y, . Then there exist constants, A,, 
r = 0, 1, 2 ,..., such that 
N(X; Y) < inf AT(M/avA)lI(T+l). r 
Remark 1. The constants in the Theorem satisfy A,, < A, < A, < .... 
On the other hand, 
for any configuration. 
Remark 2. The proof in [6] was based on the degree of monotone 
approximation of piecewise linear functions, using estimates of Lorentz and 
Zeller [4]. They, individually, generalized this result in [3,9], and we apply 
these extensions to the monotone approximation of splines with specified 
deficiency. 
LEMMA 1 [3, p. 2091. If f E C1[O, 11 is increasing, then E,*(f) < 
(C/n> 4.7; 11 1, h n w ere w is the modulus of continuity off and C is an absolute 
constant. 
LEMMA 2 [9, p. 5241. Let f be increasing on [0, I] and assume that 
En(f) = 0(n-3). Suppose that f’ has a-finite number of zeros in [0, I] and that 
En-df’) = W&dfN. Then E,*(f) = W,(f)). 
Proof of Theorem. Let E = A/4 and let T be the set of the 2”+l sets of 
points {y. + E, y1 rt E,..., yle f E}, where the choices of + are made indepen- 
dently. We enumerate the sets in T and denote the ith set by 
s, = (z;), Q,..., zy’}. Note that our choice of E guarantees that zF1 < zji), 
i = 1, 2,..., 2k+1, j = 1, 2,..., k. For each i we now construct a spline fi of 
degree 2r + 1, with deficiency Y + 1, having the following properties: 
(a) fi(+) = zji), j = 0, l,..., k; 
(b) f b”(xJ = 0, j = 0, I,..., k, s = 1, 2 ,..., r; 
(4 h E p2r+1 on each subinterval [ximI , xj], j = 1, 2 ,..., k; 
(4 .A E W-4 11. 
The existence of fi was proved in [5], and it was also shown there that fi is 
monotone. We will now show that f 1” E Lip, 1, where A = BrM/cxr, B, a 
constant. The three following results are immediate. 
LEMMA 3. so t~(l _ t>’ dtf;h dxl.= al S,“.W - V dt.+ y1 y where. al. = (vz - YJ 
en q IS the umque polynomial m Pgrfl satzsfymg q(0) = y1 , 
q(1) = yz , q(“)(O) = q(“)(l) = 0, s = 1, 2 ,..., r. 
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COROLLARY. p(x) = q((x - a)/@ - a)) is the unique ~~~yn~~ia~ in P,,+.I 
satisfying p(a) = y1 , p(b) = y, , pcS)(a) = p’@(b) = 0, s = 1, 2,..., r. 
LEMMA 4. Let MT = maxO~z~‘l I(drfl/dxr+l) Jt ~(1 - t)’ dt 1, aizd let p be 
as in the corollary. Then, 
max a<x<b : ,~(“-~)(x)l = (a,M,/(b - a)“+l) = ((yr - yl) A&,‘/(6 - ff)?+l), ^ 
where M,.’ = Mr/J~ tr(l - t)‘dt. 
Nowf-(x .) = zti) and z(i) -Z~i’l~(yj+~)-(yj-~--)=(jlj-~j-l)f 
2~ < (3;2)(~, - >j’,). This, by Lemma 4, 
The bound is independent of j. Hence, f k" E Lip, 1, where A = 
Case I= i^ = 1. By Lemma 1, E,*(h) < CBlM/m2. We now approximate 
each fi to within A/S = ~12 by a monotone polynomial. By Lemma 1 th’ 
can be accomplished by a polynomial qi whose degree does not excee 
(8CB1M/aA)1~2 = A,(M/aA)1/2. The vector (y, , y1 ,..., yk) is thus contained 
in the convex hull of the vectors (qi(xo), qi(x,) ,..., qi(x,)), i = 2, 2 ,..., ~2’:‘~. 
Hence there exists a convex linear combination of the qi’s which gives rise to 
a polynomial p which interpolates Y monotonely. Since the degree of each 
4i < A~(MI’uA)~‘~, we have N(X, Y) < A,(M/cxA)~/~. 
Case 2. I’ 3 2. Note that ,fi’ has a finite number of zeros in [0, 13. 
IMoreover, since fi E C’[O, l] and fi (+‘) has jump discontinuities in [0, 17, 
E&Q has exact order of magnitude I/n r+l, while En-,(fif> has exact order of 
magnitude l/n’ [I, p. 141. Thus EnPI(fi) = O(nE&$)), so that& satisfies the 
conditions of Lemma 2. Hence E,*(fJ = O(E,(f,)) < (C,l?,M/~Flrl~+~) 
[I, p. 131. The proof now proceeds as in Case 1: and we obtain iV(X; Y) < 
AF(M/~T.L!)rQ’+l). 
EXAMPLE. Consider monotone interpolation of S(x) = xii2 on [SF I] at 
equally spaced nodes, xj = j/k, j = 0, I,..., k. Then M = k1j2, a! = l/k 
and A 2 1/2k. Thus the result of [6] yields N(X; Y) < ~~(~/~) < 2&I&“. 
We obtain N(X; Y) < infr=O,I,z,... AT[2k(r+(3/2))]1’(r+~)~ 
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